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INSPIRed 3

Vocabulary EXTRA! Consolidation
3–4

Unit 3

1	 Do the space quiz. Choose a, b, or c.

1	 What is the mixture of gases around a planet called?
a orbit b atmosphere c solar system

2	 What is the Sun?
a a star b a planet c a galaxy

3	 Men went to the Moon in a Saturn V. What was it?
a a UFO b a spaceship c a rocket

4	 What is an extremely large group of stars?
a a universe b a galaxy c a solar system

5	 What is the power that makes something fall to the 
ground? 
a orbit b gravity c atmosphere

6	 What do we use to look at the stars?
a a mirror b a microscope c a telescope

7	 What is Jupiter?
a a moon b a star c a planet

8	 What is space and everything that exists in it?
a a galaxy b the universe 
c the solar system

2	 Word creation: Add the prefixes il-, im-, or in- to make 
the opposites of these adjectives, and complete the 
sentences.

correct    credible    legal    logical    
perfect    polite    possible    visible

1	 We cannot see oxygen because it is  invisible .

2	 Talking on a cell phone and driving a car is      
in California.

3	 Always say “please” and “thank you”. It’s      
not to.

4	 I think believing in UFOs is     . No one has 
ever seen one!

5	 We went to the show at the aquarium. It was 
awesome!     !

6	 For years, people thought that going to the Moon 
was     . But in 1969, we did.

7	 I completely failed the science exam. All my answers 
were     .

8	 Our knowledge of space is still     . There’s 
much more to discover.

Unit 4

1	 Complete with the correct form of these verbs.

cheer    clap    find    forget    go    
lie    look    ring    see    take

1	 I’m feeling sick. I’m going to   lie   down for 
a while.

2	 If you      out tonight, you’ll be too tired for 
school tomorrow.

3	 If you hear the doorbell     , can you open 
the door?

4	 If you don’t      out when you cross the 
road, you’ll have an accident.

5	 Can you look on the Internet to      out 
what time the movie starts?

6	 Everyone      and      at the end 
of the concert.

7	 If you      out the trash, I’ll do the dishes.

8	 If you have a     , you should      
dentist.

2	 Complete the sentences using the correct form of the 
word in capitals.

1	 The  investigator found out that the strange noises 
were coming from the bathroom. INVESTIGATE

2	 I don’t like ghost stories. I think they’re 
really     . FRIGHT

3	 I can’t remember anything. My      is 
terrible. MEMORABLE

4	 She’s very     , she takes a      
charm everywhere. SUPERSTITION, LUCK

5	 I get very nervous before      examinations. 
IMPORTANCE

6	 What’s the      between mysteries 
and     ? DIFFER, SUPERSTITIOUS

7	 It’s a good idea to end an essay with a 
clear     . CONCLUDE

8	 Many people think that houses can be     . 
HAUNT




